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1 Army lists
Each team will submit five 800pt army lists, four of which will be used by their team at the
tournament.

1.1 Permitted publications
Army lists may be created using the following Games Workshop publications:

● The Armies of The Lord of the Rings
● The Armies of The Hobbit
● All of Middle-earth Strategy Battle Game Supplements up-to and including any

publications before 17th February 2023
● All PDF documents released by Games Workshop (including Forge World) which contain

rules for newly released miniatures which have not yet been included in a published
book, published before 17th February 2023

1.2 List building restrictions
The following restrictions are in place:

● Each team may not include more than one of each Army List or Legendary Legion
across their five army lists.

○ For example, Team Antarctica may not field two forces containing the Minas Tirith
army list, or two forces chosen from the Defenders of the Shire legendary legion.

● Each team may not include more than one copy of each named character across their
five army lists (including variations of a single character).

○ For example Team Antarctica may not use Aragorn, Strider and Aragorn, King
Elessar.

○ Exception: Good Saruman and Evil Saruman are considered separate
characters for the purpose of this restriction, and can both be taken by the same
team.

1.3 List submission - deadline & format
Each team must submit all five army lists by 23:59 GMT on 17th February 2023.

To submit the army lists the team captain should compile all five army lists in a single document
which will then be sent to the tournament organisers for review.

Please use the standard template available on the IGE website under the SBG Resources
section:



https://internationalgamingevents.com/pages/wtc-2023-middle-earth-sbg

This document must be completed before submission and submitted by the Team Captain after
all team members have confirmed the lists are correct.

Team captains should email their completed army list submission forms to the tournament
organisers.

mesbgwtc@gmail.com

Following army list submission, the tournament team will take the following steps:

● Review army lists & report problems to team captains for resolution
● Generate & published the Day 1 match-ups
● Publish the full list of approved army lists 2-3 weeks before the event

1.4 Declaring army lists during Registration
During registration, on the first day of the event, each team will notify the event organisers which
four army lists will be used by their team during the event and which player will be using which
specific list. Consequently, the team will also declare which army list will not be used during the
event.

Prior to this each team should keep any information regarding which army lists they plan to use
during the event secret from other teams, the wider community and the event officials.

1.5 Substitute players
Should a player have to withdraw from the competition after the army list submission date, but
before the tournament itself (e.g. due to illness), the substitute player must use one of the five
army lists submitted.

If a player is able to attend the tournament, but is subsequently unable to play their game, see
“10 - Player & team absences”.

2 Tournament preparation

2.1 Player equipment
All players are expected to arrive at the tournament fully equipped to play their games. This
includes:

● Two copies of their army list (printed, not hand-written)

https://internationalgamingevents.com/pages/wtc-2023-middle-earth-sbg
mailto:mesbgwtc@gmail.com


● All miniatures for their army
● Dice & tape measure
● Pen & paper
● MESBG Rules Manual
● All supplements and published materials containing the rules for their army
● Erratas & FAQs

2.2 Painting & Modelling Standards
All models used within the event must be fully painted and based. Models should also follow the
WYSIWYG system, which requires each specific model used to be equipped displaying the
options and wargear purchased in the army list. For example we would expect to see a Moria
Goblin modelled with a spear if the army list states a Moria Goblin is wielding a Spear.

Proxies are not permitted. This includes the use of third party, 3D printed, or home-sculpted
models, to represent profiles in the game. This includes profiles which either do not have an
in-production Citadel or Forge World miniature, or have never had one.

All conversions must display wargear clearly to avoid confusion during the event. Please speak
to your team captain or country representative who can contact the event organisers directly if
you have any concerns regarding a conversion.

When considering whether a conversion is appropriate, the following criteria will be applied:

● Is the conversion primarily made using parts from Citadel and/or Forge World
miniatures?

○ This means that while the majority of the model should be made from Citadel
and/or Forge World miniature(s), 3rd party and 3D-printed parts, such as
weapons and wargear, are permitted, so long as it also meets the other
criteria.

● Is the conversion clearly and obviously recognisable as what they are intended to
represent, without risk of confusion?

● Does the physical profile of the conversion match that of the official model, and avoid
any form of modelling for advantage?

3 The Draw
Over the two days of the event, the teams will first compete against predetermined opponents,
and then in a traditional Swiss Ranked format.



3.1 Day 1 - Rounds 1-3
The teams will have their opponents on day 1 predetermined by a random draw. These
opponents will be determined and published in advance of the tournament.

3.2 Day 2 - Rounds 4-6
After round 3, teams will be drawn to play against each other using the Swiss Ranking system -
for example, the team ranked 1 will play against the team ranked 2, and so on.

Teams will be ranked for the draw following the system outlined in the “Scoring” section.

Teams will not be eligible to play against the same opposing team multiple times over the
weekend, except for in the final round where they may face a rematch.

4 Scenarios
The standard Scenario Pool System from the “Middle-earth SBG Matched Play Guide” (page 8)
will be used for the tournament. At the start of each round, the pool and scenario will be
randomly determined. Each pool will only be selected from once during the event.

The use of the official “Matched Play Guide” means that all 18 scenarios are available during
this event.

5 The Match-up System
After the draws for a round have been published, the captains from both teams will determine
the individual match-ups of the players within their teams. This is done by following the WTC
Match-up System as pictured below:



6 Game Duration
Each round will have an allotted game time of 2 hours 15 minutes, plus 15 minutes before the
round for the Match-ups to be determined.

6.1 Deployment time limit
In rounds which use scenarios with a Deployment phase, players will have the first 15 minutes
of the game allocated to Deployment. As soon as Deployment is completed, players can begin
playing the game.

In scenarios which do not use a Deployment phase, no time will be allocated for Deployment,
and the full time allowance for the round will be used for gameplay.

If players have not completed Deployment within the allocated time, they may be penalised for
Slow Play violations.



6.2 Game end
Once time is called on the round, players who are still playing will finish the turn that they are
on, and then determine the winner. If your game is in progress and there is time remaining on
the clock at the end of a turn, you should roll for priority and play the next turn.

If you cannot complete the final turn of the game within 15 minutes of the end of the round, ‘dice
down’ will be called, and a result determined based on the state of the game at that point.

7 Scoring
Players are awarded Tournament Points for their team based on the result of their individual
games.

The Major and Minor Victories system from the “Middle-earth SBG Matched Play Guide” (page
44) will be used, with the following modifications.

7.1 Major Victories
In order to achieve a Major Victory, a player must score at least 6 victory points more than
their opponent. Any other result where a player scores more victory points than their opponent
will be a Minor Victory.

7.2 Conceding
Should a player concede a game, their opponent will automatically receive a 12-0 win, thereby
receiving a Major Victory.

The conceding player will receive a Major Loss, and a -1 Tournament Point penalty. This latter
penalty may be waived in exceptional circumstances, subject to the event team’s discretion.

This additional rule is to ensure that all our players who have travelled from around the world
get to maximise their time playing games at the table.

7.3 Ranking & Tiebreakers
Team rankings (including for the Swiss Ranked draw on Day 2) will be determined by the
following criteria.

1. Most Tournament Points
2. Best Victory Points Difference (“VPs Scored” minus “VPs Conceded”)
3. Total Victory Points Scored



8 Awards and Prizes

The following awards will be given out at the end of the tournament. There may be other prizes
available which will be announced closer to the time.

8.1 Gaming Awards
Prizes will be awarded to the teams ranked First, Second, and Third after all rounds of
gameplay are completed.

Ranking will be determined as laid out under “7 - Scoring”.

8.2 Painting & Modelling Awards
Prizes will be awarded to individuals for following categories:

● Best Painted Army.

For each category, the referees will each nominate 2 players for their work.

The event organiser will then choose the winner of each category from the nominees.

9 Rules Queries and Decisions
Referees will be using the “IGE WTC 2023 - Referee's Handbook” to adjudicate the event.

The referee’s decision is final.

For the purpose of this event the English versions of all publications shall be used and as such
all TO decisions will be based on the rules as written in English.

Making sure that all attendees are playing from the same version of the game ensures that
there are no discrepancies or wording changes between the publications in use, usually due to
translation issues.

Any rules updates, FAQs or Errata documents released by Games Workshop for tournament
use on or before 17th February 2023 will be in use during this event.



10 Player & team absences
In the case that players, or an entire team, are not available for individual games or the entire
event, and replacements aren’t available, some adjustments will be made to the Match-up and
Scoring process.

10.1 Player absences

10.1.1 One player absence in a team
If one player is absent from a team, the following changes will be made to match-ups involving
that team:

● Instead of following “5 The Match-up System”, the following approach will be used for
match-ups:

a. Team A has 3 players unassigned, and Team B has 4 players unassigned, within
their teams' player pool.

b. Both captain's secretly select 1 player from their pool and reveal their choice
simultaneously.

c. Each captain chooses 1 player from their pool to face the opposing selected
player from step 2.

This leaves 1 player in Team A's pool, and 2 players in Team B's pool.
d. Team A's captain chooses 1 player of the two remaining in Team B's pool for their

remaining player to face.
e. This will create 3 match-ups, leaving 1 player remaining on Team B without a

match-up. For the purposes of scoring the round, this player is considered to be
matched against the missing player.

● The game involving the absent player will be scored as a Major Loss (VPs: 0-12) to the
team with the absent player.

● The player who would have played the absent player will be welcome to arrange a
casual game with any other attendees who are also drawn against an absent player,
using the tables we have available.

10.1.2 Two player absences in a team
If two players are absent from a team, the following changes will be made to match-ups
involving that team:

● Instead of following “5 The Match-up System”, the following approach will be used for
match-ups:

a. Team A has 2 players unassigned, and Team B has 4 players unassigned, within
their teams' player pool.

b. Team A's captain puts forward their 2 players
c. Team B chooses 2 possible opponents for each opposing player.



d. Team A's captain chooses which of the options put forward in step 3 will be the
opponent of each of their players.

e. This will create 2 match-ups, leaving 2 players remaining on Team B without a
match-up. For the purposes of scoring the round, these players are considered to
be matched against the missing players.

● The games involving the absent players will be scored as a Major Loss (VPs: 0-12) to
the team with the absent players.

● The players who would have played the absent player will be welcome to arrange a
casual game with any other attendees who are also drawn against an absent player,
using the tables we have available.

10.1.3 Three player absences in a team
If three players are absent from a team, that team cannot compete in the event. The remaining
player would be welcome to participate in any casual games at the event, or alternatively, their
help with the smooth running of the event would be much appreciated.

See “10.2 Team Absences” for details on how this is treated during match-ups and scoring.

10.2 Team absences
If a team is unable to compete in the event, the backup team will step out (or step in) to make
the numbers even.


